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ABSTRACT: Online BCI has become a fascinating 
field of research nowadays. One of the main challenges 
in this field is to reduce the latency caused by the 
computational complexity of the signal processing 
algorithms. This issue leads to difficulty in processing 
real-time data. Usually, a trade-off needs to be 
considered between the number of input samples and 
precision of the processing algorithms. In this paper, 
heterogeneous computing concept is investigated to 
alleviate the computational complexity occurred in real-
time processing. An OpenCL was utilized to implement 
signal processing algorithms in parallel. Feature 
extraction methods including band power and statistical 
moments were selected to examine the power of 
heterogeneous computing using parallel sum reduction. 
As a result, varying the number of work-group sizes 
which is an essential parameter of parallel processing 
provided dissimilar computing times. Also, running at a 
higher sampling rate yielded a higher benchmark ratio 
between sequential and parallel. However, system 
optimization is still necessary when processing BCI in 
real time. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Processing signal in real-time brain-computer interface 
(BCI) could usually encounter many difficulties ranging 
from hardware level to software level. One of the most 
challenging issues is the system latency [1] which may 
raise a major problem because this could lead to missing 
some important data such as an EEG component or an 
event under half-second. To minimize the latency by 
only optimizing sequential algorithms to reduce the 
processing time may not be enough to capture those 
components. The most common solution on the 
hardware level is to increase the speed of data 
transmission, buffering a sufficient amount of incoming 
data, and using fast processing units [2]. This may cost 
developer much money and a comprehensive technique.  
Nowadays, high-performance computing (HPC) 
technology plays an important role in solving complex 
computational problems such as simulation, modeling, 
and analysis [3-4]. This technology does not only focus 
on developing faster hardware but the algorithms also 
[5]. According to the HPC, its concept is based on 
parallel computing for running application efficiently, 
reliably, and quickly [6]. To understand the concept of 
parallel computing, any sequential task can be split into 
a section which each is run separately on hardware 
acceleration. There is a lot of hardware acceleration 
available on the market that has a reasonable price such 
as consumer graphics processing unit (GPU) and a user-
friendly field-programmable gate array (FPGA) [7]. 
These hardware units are programmable with their 
specific languages that may take much time to learn in a 
programming language. To resolve this issue, an open 
computing language (OpenCL) has been developed to 
overcome cross-platform programming [8]. It means 
that any hardware acceleration unit can be executed 
with one-time coding. So far, the OpenCL platform has 
become an industry standard for programming those 
hardware units [9]. In addition, certainly understanding 
heterogeneous computing concept which is the use of 
parallel processing techniques is essential and required 
when programming in OpenCL [10].  
To demonstrate the heterogeneous computing concept 
for real-time signal processing, implementing in major 
processing steps and their bottlenecks was discussed in 
this paper. One of the most challenging BCI problems is 
running feature extraction algorithms in real time [11]. 
Since the number of processing channel is always much 
more than one or two, some complex features such as 
independent component analysis (ICA), autoregressive 
(AR) model, and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) are 
mostly implemented in an offline BCI [12]. However, 
these time-consuming features can be used in real-time 
processing with optimization that may limit the 
performance of the algorithms [13]. As an advantage of 
heterogeneous computing, these algorithms can be 
broken down into a smaller part and compute each part 
concurrently then concatenate to a final solution. 
In this paper, we applied the commercial and open-
source OpenCL technology into real-time signal 
processing which time-domain feature extraction 
methods including selective band power and statistical 
moments were selected to evaluate the computing 
performance. The system includes both EEG simulation 
and signal processing module. The proposed module 
offers up to 32 channels for real-time signal processing 
based on the heterogeneous computing concept. The 
archive EEG dataset was used to test the computing 
performance in real time with different sampling 
frequency acquired. The parallel computing time was 
compared to sequential processing approach as well.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
     Latency analysis: Regarding the cause of 
computational latency in real-time processing, this can 
be divided into four categories, i.e., signal acquisition 
hardware, data transmission, types of application, and 
processing algorithms. Table 1 shows the comparison of 
the latency causes in terms of delay and versatility. The 
comparison was on the basis of cost-effectiveness and 
current technology. According to Table 1, the main 
cause of latency in a real-time BCI is computational 
complexity of the signal processing algorithms. To 
overcome this bottleneck, using different approach such 
as parallel processing instead of traditionally sequential 
method could more reduce the latency. 
 
Table 1: Delay and versatility in signal processing 
Category Delay Versatility 
Signal acquisition Low Low 
Data transmission Medium Low 
Types of application Medium Low 
Processing algorithms High High 
 
     EEG dataset: The archive EEG, a collection of 32-
channel data from 14 subjects (7 males, 7 females), 
provided by Swartz Center for Computational 
Neuroscience [14] was used to evaluate the performance 
of our parallel design. According to the data, the 
participants were asked to perform a go-nogo 
categorization task and a go-no recognition task on 
natural photographs displayed every 20 milliseconds. 
The experiment ran a total of 2500 trials on each 
participant. Note that as the archive data was sampled at 
1000 Hz with a specific amplifier but for the purpose of 
full usage, the data were regenerated and rectified to 
appropriately match with the voltage range of the 
analog output device. 
     Simulation system: This study was developed based 
on Qt platform (Qt 5.12 LTS) using C++ programming 
language which can integrate the OpenCL and related 
libraries together. The simulation system consists of a 
signal generator and signal acquisition. The archive 
dataset was generated waveform through the 32-channel 
analog output device (NI PCIe-6738) and then fed back 
into the 32-channel analog input device (NI PCIe-6343) 
using RG58 50-Ohm coaxial cables. For the output 
device, each channel was generated at the sampling 
frequency of 1kHz according to the dataset. Note that 
the output resolution is 16 bits with voltage range of 
±10V. For signal acquisition, the sampling rate was 
varied, including 128, 256 512, 1024, and 2048 Hertz. 
     Heterogeneous signal processing: According to the 
general signal processing pipeline, it is frequently 
processed in sequential approach. This may result in a 
delay when loads of processing steps are added. Using 
heterogeneous computing concept in this problem can 
decrease the latency dramatically. In this paper, the 
calculation part of the feature extraction on each 
channel was processed separately and concurrently by 
multiple compute units. Fig. 1 demonstrates the overall 
system of the heterogeneous feature extraction which 
each channel processes simultaneously.  
 
 
Figure 1: The overall system of heterogeneous feature 
extraction for real-time BCI. 
 
     OpenCL initialization: As an advantage of the cross-
platform parallel programming, the graphics card is the 
easiest unit to be used with OpenCL. The AMD graphic 
cards (Radeon™ Pro WX 7100) were used to deploy the 
computation based on the OpenCL 2.0 which the shared 
virtual memory technique was introduced [15]. The 
shared virtual memory can reduce the latency of 
transferring data between the host and devices. Setting 
up the number of work items manually split into global 
and local to yield the best computing result. Fig. 2 
shows an overview of the structure of the OpenCL 2.0 
platform used in the study. 
 
 
Figure 2: The overview of the structure of the OpenCL 
2.0 platform. 
 
     Feature extraction: Many familiar feature extraction 
methods have been developed for processing BCI such 
as discrete Fourier transform (DFT) or power spectral 
density (PDS) and wavelet transform (WT) based which 
are based on frequency analysis. These methods are 
considered to be the most effective techniques for 
dealing with time-varying EEG signals. Regarding the 
time-domain analysis, the most commonly used method 
for EEG feature extraction is selective band power 
which is the average power of a signal in a specific 
frequency range. In this paper, the band power was used 
as a feature for event detection. Besides the band power, 
another time-domain method named statistical moments 
is also used to evaluate. The statistical moments are 
specific quantitative measurements in time domain 
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analysis. The general formula of the n-th order 
statistical moments was described in the literature [16-
17] which mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis are 
mostly used for feature extraction. In this paper, the first 
moment and second moment which are mean and 
variance were calculated concurrently on each channel. 
     Parallel sum reduction: To achieve the highest 
performance from the heterogeneous computing 
concept, as the calculation of band power and statistical 
moments mostly uses a summation, this can be managed 
by using a parallel sum reduction technique [18]. This 
technique maximizes the performance of compute unit 
by copying values from global memory into a local 
memory of the same work-group. Then each work-
group processes its local work-item concurrently that is 
partitioning the whole summation into a small 
summation and finalize when all work-items finished 
their own tasks. Fig. 3 shows the concept of parallel 
sum reduction which introduces the use of local 
memory to store each element concurrently and then 
reduce to half by using a stride.  Note that in the 
OpenCL 2.0 parallel sum reduction is integrated into a 
workgroup function so there is no need to write a nested 
loop to calculate the summation. 
 
 
Figure 3: The concept of parallel sum reduction. 
 
     Performance improvement: In order to improve the 
computational speed, fine-tuning parameters for parallel 
sum reduction is required. As the appropriate number of 
input data for sum reduction should be a power of 2, we 
decided the local work-item at 16, 32, 64, and 128, 
respectively. Conversely, using sum reduction inside the 
work-group function of the OpenCL 2.0, the input 
number is not necessary to follow the power of 2. 
     Benchmarking: The average computation time of a 
full command execution running on the GPU each local 
work-item are recorded for 100 times and compared to 
the result from sequential computing. Note that the full 
execution starts from transferring data from host to 
device, processing the kernel, and transferring data back 
to the host. This study ran on 64-bit Window 10 OS, 
with 32-GB DDR4 and Intel Xeon E5-1630 v4.  
RESULTS 
 
Feature extraction methods including band power and 
statistical moments were examined in real-time signal 
processing using the OpenCL platform. The execution 
time and benchmarking of sequential processing and 
parallel processing approach were reported in this 
section. Fig. 4 illustrates the execution time in 
microsecond when the band power feature was 
performed. Regarding the result, the execution time was 
related to the number of a processed sample which 
higher number required more processing time. With a 
modification of the number of work-group sizes, a large 
number of work-group size provided the better 
performance which the computing time was reduced. In 
addition, Fig. 5 shows the benchmarking of sequential 
processing and parallel processing on the same compute 
device. The ratio was calculated from the execution 
time of the sequential approach divided by the 
execution parallel approach. According to the 
benchmarking result, the higher the sampling rate set, 
the higher the ratio received. Apart from the band 
power, using statistical moments also provided likely an 
identical result. Fig. 6 presents its execution time at 
different numbers of input. Interestingly, adjusting 
work-group size had an impacted on speed especially at 
256Hz and 512Hz. Fig. 7 also showed the ratio as 
explained previously.  
 
 
Figure 4: Execution time of band power feature.  
 
 
Figure 5: Benchmarking of band power feature. 
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 Figure 6: Execution time of statistical moments feature.  
 
 
Figure 7: Benchmarking of statistical moments feature.  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
According to the results, the latency of feature 
extraction was relatively small and appropriately 
enough for real-time processing. For example, at 1kHz 
of the sampling rate, band power feature was about 0.06 
milliseconds while the statistical moments method was 
roughly 0.25 milliseconds. Fascinatingly, running data 
at 2kHz with band power method achieved the 
execution time about 0.11 milliseconds which is much 
higher than running at 1kHz (nearly double time) 
whereas statistical moments method yielded the slightly 
identical result at 1kHz. It is to be observed that running 
on different processors and environments may yield 
different computing times.  
Remarkably to the benchmarking results, the reduction 
technique provided a higher ratio when the size of the 
input was larger. Besides, increasing the number of 
work-group size from 16 to 64 provided almost the 
higher ratio for both features. While setting a work-
group size at 128, the ratio dropped slightly. This is 
because it is allowed enough times for the compute unit 
to initiate internal parameters (hardware level) and then 
process data continuously and efficiently as discussed in 
the previous study [19].  Therefore, a tradeoff between 
the number of input samples and the acceptable latency 
in the system should be considered. Note that the GPU 
used in the study has the maximum work-group size of 
256 work-items on each dimension.  
Regarding the sum reduction, it can be applied to other 
time-consuming algorithms such as frequency-domain 
analysis like DFT and WT. These multiple computing 
steps can be separated into multiple kernels and directly 
execute from device side without any request 
commands from the host side as introduced in the new 
features of OpenCL 2.0. This technique has also been 
implemented into the statistical moments which there 
were two kernels, i.e., one for mean calculation and 
another for variance calculation, running concurrently 
using shared virtual memory.  Not only running on the 
GPU, by using the same OpenCL program the project 
can be run on other systems such as FPGAs. This is 
expeditious and required only minor parameters 
adjustment.  
With regard to the latency analysis, some limitations 
can be resolved but have to tradeoff between time- and 
cost-effectiveness. Furthermore, an OpenCL library for 
signal processing could help researchers to gain the 
most benefit from heterogeneous computing because in 
this study we have developed all steps from the 
beginning including setting up complicated parameters 
such as initializing a platform and a context. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This study presents the use of heterogeneous computing 
technique to implement into BCI processing. As a 
result, speeding up the computation by using a parallel 
processing scheme is possible and flexible for real-time 
computing. To reduce the system latency, optimization 
of both hardware and software should be considered 
when using in such real-time applications. Lastly, an 
OpenCL library could help researchers to reduce the 
developing time for the BCI applications which is the 
next step of our work.  
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